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A B S T R A C T   

Suspended carbon nanotube field-effect transistors fabricated with a dry transfer technique demonstrate strong 
promise as ultra-low-power, hysteresis-free gas sensors. However, the difficulty of establishing a good electrical 
contact between a nanotube and the electrode surface often limits the yield of low-resistance devices that can 
operate as low-power gas sensors. In this work, the contact resistance at the nanotube-metal interface and the 
distribution thereof are reduced significantly by removing the top layer of electrode surface with Ar-ion etching 
directly before nanotube placement. Combined with post-transfer annealing, this pre-transfer electrode surface 
cleaning reduces the median ON-resistance of transistors by an order of magnitude–from 1.56 MOhm to 143 
kOhm–and the interquartile range by more than two orders of magnitude–from 9.38 MOhm to 59 kOhm. The 
ability to consistently improve nanotube-metal contact demonstrated in this work is a significant advance in the 
fabrication of ultraclean nanotube transistors and carbon nanotube gas sensors.   

1. Introduction 

A remarkable number of studies have turned the excellent material 
properties of carbon nanotube (CNT) into practical functions by using 
this material as a channel in a field-effect transistor (FET) [1–3]. Based 
on the architecture, most of carbon nanotube field-effect transistors 
(CNTFETs) reported so far could be categorized into top-contacted de-
vices and bottom-contacted devices. Top-contacted, substrate-bound 
devices, which are fabricated by placing nanotubes on a substrate and 
then depositing metal electrodes onto them, continue to demonstrate 
strong potential in electronic applications [4,5]. On the other hand, the 
fabrication of ultraclean devices has been mostly realized by placing 
as-grown CNTs on pre-patterned bottom electrodes without exposing 
nanotubes to any fabrication chemicals [6,7]. These ultraclean devices 
make important building blocks for gas sensors [8], electromechanical 
resonators [9], and quantum devices [10,11]. Especially, devices with a 
CNT channel suspended between source and drain contacts work as gas 
sensors with reduced gate hysteresis, baseline drift, and low-frequency 
noise [8]. 

Despite notable advances in using ultraclean CNTs as transistor 
channels, the device performance of CNT devices is often limited by the 
large contact resistance (Rcontact) at the CNT-electrode interface [12]. 

While the total device resistance (Rtot) of a carbon nanotube field-effect 
transistor (CNTFET) can be understood as a series of a quantum resis-
tance (RQ), a channel resistance (Rchannel), and two contact resistances 
(2Rcontact), devices in the literature show a very wide distribution of Rtot 
[6,13,14] that often exceeds the contribution from RQ and Rchannel 
significantly. RQ is known to be ~6.45 kΩ [15] and Rchannel, which de-
pends on the nanotube’s structural quality, is in the range of tens of kΩ 
for nanotubes grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [16,17]. This 
suggests that Rcontact is indeed the limiting factor, although low Rcontact is 
desirable in many applications. For example, for suspended CNT gas 
sensors, low Rcontact allows significant Joule heating of the CNT channel 
and thereby enables ultra-low-power recovery [18]. 

In the literature, there are discussions about the ideal contact ma-
terial at different length scales [19,20], electronic structure of the con-
tact [21], and contact improvement techniques [22], but these studies 
focus on substrate-bound, top-contacted devices. However, 
bottom-contacted devices are different, as the contact should be estab-
lished between a nanotube and a pre-existing electrode, the surface 
condition of which depends on several factors such as processing and 
storage history. To address this problem, several contact improvement 
methods for these devices have been proposed. Electron beam-induced 
deposition (EBID) of graphitic carbon interconnect [23] and electron 
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beam soldering [24] are effective in lowering Rcontact, but these electron 
beam-based techniques entail deposition of amorphous carbon, which 
may be detrimental to device performance. Ultrasonic welding also 
forms stable, low-resistance contacts, but is applied to each contact 
sequentially. Therefore, it could be time-consuming for a large number 
of devices [25]. Additional top metallization by selective atomic layer 
deposition (ALD) can complement bottom contacts by embedding a 
nanotube in metal, but the effect is sometimes limited for devices with 
poor initial contact [14]. 

In this work, we demonstrate a consistent reproduction of low- 
resistance contacts between ultraclean CNTs and bottom electrodes by 
removing adsorbates on electrode surface with Ar+ etching directly 
before nanotube transfer. Because this electrode etching is a pre-transfer 
process, it does not contaminate nanotubes in any way. In addition, it 
can be applied to a large number of devices in parallel. It can also be 
easily combined with other post-transfer techniques such as thermal 
annealing for further Rcontact reduction. A comparison of Ar+-etched 
devices and control devices expands our understanding of the relation 
between electrode surface conditions and the quality of CNT-metal 
contact. Our analysis of electrode surface attributes the significant 
contact improvement effect to the removal of oxygen-containing ad-
sorbates from electrode surface. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Growth of suspended CNTs 

5-μm-thick fork-like growth structures (Fig. 1e) were fabricated on a 
silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer and covered with ~100 nm of wet 
thermal SiO2. For catalyst formation, iron-loaded ferritin particles were 
adsorbed onto the fork structures [26]. Suspended CNTs were grown by 
CVD in a CH4/H2 (330 mbar/220 mbar) atmosphere at 825 ◦C for 
30 min (Aixtron BM Pro 6 inch). To minimize nanotube-related varia-
tions, all nanotubes used in this work were synthesized in the same 
growth run. The diameters of these nanotubes approximately range from 
1.5 to 2.5 nm, as determined by radial breathing modes in Raman 
spectra. 

2.2. Fabrication of suspended CNTFETs by dry transfer 

Device substrates were fabricated on a Si wafer with standard surface 
micromachining [27]. 1-μm thermal wet SiO2 was grown on a 4-inch Si 
wafer. 30 nm of Al2O3 was deposited on top of the oxide by ALD at 
300 ◦C. The mesa structures and bond pads were patterned with chlo-
rine- and fluorine-based inductively coupled plasma (ICP) etching. 
Subsequent vapor HF etching created an undercut. Source, drain, and 
gate electrodes (1 nm Cr +40 nm Pd) were deposited by e-beam metal 
evaporation after surface micromachining (Fig. 1a). The final device 
substrate was attached to a ceramic-gold package with a silver paste 
(Acheson Silver DAG 1415), and the package was heated on a hot plate 
at 450 K for 10 min for the curing of the adhesive. Al wires connected 
bond pads and the package for electrical connections (Fig. 1b). Indi-
vidual, suspended nanotubes grown as described in 2.1 were mechani-
cally transferred onto source and drain electrodes with a piezo-driven 
micromanipulator and an optical microscope (Fig. 1c). In this dry 
transfer technique, non-destructive Raman spectroscopy could be used 
to pre-select and control the number of CNTs to be transferred. In-situ 
current monitoring with Keithley 2400 source measurement units 
allowed the detection of nanotube placement on electrodes. Electrical 
measurements were performed by an automated LabVIEW interface. 

2.3. Pre-CNT-transfer electrode etching with Ar+

Electrode surface etching was performed with Von Ardenne CS 320 S 
sputter tool. We found that using high sputtering power can create a 
short between the gate electrode and source/drain electrodes, presum-
ably due to the re-deposition of sputtered metal. The yield of functional 
devices was 0 % at 100 W, 60 % at 50 W, and 100 % at 25 W. Therefore, 
the devices reported in this work were etched with a sputtering power of 
25 W for 1 min. At 25 W, the etch rate was calibrated to be 1.01 nm/min 
for SiO2, and this corresponds to approximately 2.3 nm/min for Pd, 
according the reported ratios of sputter rates in the literature [28]. 
During the sputter etch, the pressure in the system was below 1 Pa. 

Fig. 1. Fabrication of bottom-contacted, suspended CNTFETs with dry nanotube transfer. (a) Schematic of a device substrate, in which source, drain, and gate 
electrodes are deposited by e-beam evaporation after surface micromachining. (b) Backend processes consist of die bonding with an adhesive, curing, and wire 
bonding. (c) Suspended nanotubes are transferred onto electrodes at room temperature. (d) Transferred nanotube works as a transistor channel. (e) Scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) image of a fork-like growth structure with suspended CNTs grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD). (f) SEM image of a suspended CNTFET. 
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2.4. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 

XPS was used to understand the chemical changes on the electrode 
surface before and after surface etching. XPS spectra were measured 
with Quantum 2000 photoelectron spectrometer from Physical Elec-
tronics equipped with a monochromatic Al-Kα X-ray source 
(hν = 1486.7 eV) and a hemispherical electron energy analyzer at an 
electron escape angle of 45◦ relative to the surface plane. The diameter 
of the analyzed area was 50 μm. Because of the limited size of our 
electrodes, we scanned the connected bond pads that were sufficiently 
large (200 μm-by-200 μm). During the analysis, the background pres-
sure in the system was lower than 5⋅10− 7 Pa. The electron energy scale 
was calibrated for the Au 4f7/2 signal to be at 84.0 ± 0.1 eV. Since the 
metallic electrodes, which have been deposited on silicon and insulating 
SiO2, were not electrically connected to the sample platen, possible 
sample charging during XPS analysis was reduced by using an electron 
neutralizer and an ion neutralizer. To compensate for the remaining 
surface charging, the Pd 3d5/2 peak was shifted to 335.2 eV, and the Au 
4f7/2 peak was shifted to 84.0 eV. Elemental survey scans were acquired 
at an analyzer pass energy of 117.4 eV. Detailed spectra of the O 1s, C 1s, 
Pd 3d, Au 4f core levels and the O KLL Auger were acquired at an 
analyzer pass energy of 93.9 eV to yield a total analyzer energy reso-
lution of 1.4 eV (determined for Au 4f electrons). In case of Pd elec-
trodes, the O 1s peak–a commonly used XPS region for oxygen–could not 
be used due to the interference between the O 1s region (binding energy 
529–532 eV) and the Pd 3p3/2 region (binding energy 533 eV). Instead, 
the O KLL peak, which results from the excitation of an Auger electron 
emission, was used. For depth profile analysis, electrode surface was 
etched between consecutive spectra acquisitions by 2 kV Ar+ rastered 

over a 2 mm-by-2 mm area. The etch rate was calibrated to be 7.39 nm/ 
min on a 100 nm Ta2O5 reference sample. The atomic concentrations 
were calculated from the peak areas after Shirley background subtrac-
tion using the predefined sensitivity factors in MultiPak 8.2 software 
provided by the instrument manufacturer. 

2.5. Raman spectroscopy 

Raman spectroscopy was performed to characterize the CNTs inte-
grated in devices and estimate the quality of nanotube adhesion to 
source and drain electrodes. Raman spectra were obtained with a 
confocal Raman microscope CRM200 from WITec. Samples were 
exposed to 532.3 nm excitation wavelength polarized perpendicularly 
to the long axes of the device electrodes. Laser beam was focused by an 
objective with 100x magnification and a numerical aperture 0.8. Scat-
tered light was collected in the back-scattering geometry with the same 
objective and split on a grating with 1800 or 600 groves per millimeter 
prior to reaching a CCD detector cooled to − 52 ◦C. The laser beam 
power was determined by a Newport optical power meter above the 
microscope objective and was set to 0.4 mW to not induce detectable 
heating effect. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Electrode surface conditions after device fabrication 

A group of CNTFETs with individual, suspended CNT channels were 
fabricated as described in 2.2. Here, nanotube transfers and electrical 
characterizations were all performed in cleanroom laboratory air 

Fig. 2. Contact improvement with pre-transfer electrode etching and post-transfer annealing. (a) Atomic concentration on freshly deposited Pd electrodes 
determined by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). (b) Electrodes after backend processes show higher oxygen content and lower carbon content. Both oxygen 
and carbon were removed almost completely from the surface after 9 s of sputter etch with Ar+. (c) Schematic illustration of pre-transfer electrode etching with Ar+

(left) and post-transfer annealing (right). (d) Cumulative distributions of ON-resistances (Ron) of suspended CNTFETs, measured at Vgs = − 10 V and Vsd = 0.5 V. 
Empty markers represent semiconducting devices, and filled markers represent metallic devices. Compared to the devices with no electrode treatment (Group 1, 23 
devices), devices with Ar+-etched electrodes (Group 2, 49 devices) show significantly lower Ron. The combination of pre-transfer electrode etching and post-transfer 
annealing resulted in further decrease of device resistances (Group 3, 23 devices). Inset: boxplots showing the 0th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 100th percentiles of the 
distributions. (e,f) Representative transfer characteristics (Is-Vgs) of (e) semiconducting and (f) metallic devices. Devices with Ron closest to the median of each group 
are presented. 
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(295 K, 40 % R.H.). All devices used in this work have the following 
geometrical features: Lsd (source-drain pitch) =2.8 μm, Lcontact (elec-
trode width) =2.0 μm, and Lgate (gate distance) =1.0 μm (Fig. 1f). 

To understand the chemical changes that the processing steps shown 
in Fig. 1a-c might introduce to the electrode surface, we used XPS to 
compare a device with freshly deposited Pd electrodes (Fig. 1a) with 
another device after our typical backend processes consisting of die 
bonding and wire bonding (Fig. 1b). Elemental survey scans on both 
devices only identified Pd, O, and C. The surface analysis using Pd 3d, C 
1s, and O KLL showed 12.8 % atomic concentration for O KLL and 35.2 
% for C 1s on the surface of fresh electrodes (Fig. 2a) (see 2.4 about the 
choice of O KLL instead of O 1s). The same analysis with the device that 
had experienced backend processes showed a considerable increase in 
oxygen content (20.9 %) and a relative decrease in carbon content (22.9 
%) (Fig. 2b). To identify the main cause of the changes, another device 
was heated at 450 K for 10 min without the silver paste and measured. 
The results were similar–21.4 % atomic concentration for O KLL and 
24.1 % for C 1s–suggesting that the use of an adhesive does not intro-
duce additional contamination and that the changes in oxygen and 
carbon content are primarily induced by short heating at 450 K. 

A depth profile analysis, which is a repeated series of spectra 
acquisition and material removal via Ar+ sputter etch, was performed 
subsequently. Each sputter etch was 9 s long and corresponds to the 
approximate etch depth of 3.4 nm Pd, according to the calibrated etch 
rate of the instrument and the ratios of sputter rates of different mate-
rials reported in the literature [28,29]. As shown in Fig. 2a and b, on 
both devices, almost all oxygen and carbon were removed and only Pd 
was found after the first sputter etch. Key insights from these mea-
surements are that (1) the chemical state of the electrode surface is 
already different after backend processes, but that (2) a short sputter 
etch with Ar+ can effectively ‘reset’ the surface. 

3.2. Contact improvement with electrode etching and thermal annealing 

To see if this surface resetting with Ar+ can improve the CNT- 
electrode contact, we compared two groups of devices: a control 
group of devices fabricated as illustrated in Fig. 1a-c (Group 1) and 
another group of devices with an electrode etching step (Fig. 2c) after 
backend processes before nanotube transfer (between Fig. 1b and c) 
(Group 2). For the best experiment conditions for Group 1 devices, the 
time interval between electrode deposition and nanotube transfer was 
kept to a minimum–below 3 h for all devices. The median ON-resistance 
(Ron) measured at Vgs = − 10 V and Vsd = 0.5 V was 1.56 MΩ and the 
interquartile range was 9.38 MΩ, a wide distribution that is comparable 
to that of previously reported bottom-contacted devices [6,14]. In Group 
2, both the median Ron (456 kΩ) and interquartile range (482 kΩ) were 
significantly reduced (Fig. 2d), proving that the pre-transfer electrode 
surface resetting is very effective in contact improvement. Here, the 
electrode etching was performed in a sputter tool to avoid the long (1 h) 
pumping time of the XPS tool. 

It is notable that such significant contact improvement was realized 
without any post-transfer processes such as annealing. Indeed, the third 
group of devices (Group 3) showed that the combination of pre-transfer 
electrode etching and post-transfer annealing in a N2 atmosphere 
(250 ◦C, < 103 Pa, 1 h, Fig. 2c) results in even lower device resistances. 
The median Ron of this group was 143 kΩ and the interquartile range 
was 59 kΩ (Fig. 2d). In the literature, the effect of thermal annealing on 
Rcontact decrease is explained by reduced potential barrier and desorp-
tion of adsorbates from the interface region [30–32]. Low pressure may 
also accelerate desorption of adsorbed species, but its effect appears less 
significant than that of temperature [33]. 

Fig. 2e and f show representative transfer characteristics (Is-Vgs) of 
devices from the three groups. These curves and the transfer 

Fig. 3. Output characteristics and self-heat-
ing. (a) Output characteristics of a device with 
Ron = 384 kΩ do not show current saturation 
(left). A high Vsd of ~1.9 V destroyed the 
nanotube before current saturation was 
observed (right). (b) In contract, devices with 
lower Ron (145 kΩ and 160 kΩ) show current 
saturation at Vsd far below 1 V followed by 
negative differential conductance (NDC), an 
indication of significant self-heating. The cur-
rent saturation points correspond to P = 1.33 ±
0.08 μW (Device 2) and 1.88 ± 0.10 μW (Device 
3), respectively. In all measurements, Vgs was 
kept constant, and Vsd sweeps were repeated 
five times. The mean values of five measure-
ments are represented by markers, and standard 
deviations are indicated by error bars.   
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characteristics of all devices presented in Fig. S1 (Supplementary In-
formation) clearly show the overall increase and reduced distribution of 
ON-currents in Group 2 and Group 3. In the literature, devices treated 
only with post-CNT-placement annealing show a much larger distribu-
tion of Rtot, suggesting that the effect of annealing is limited, if the initial 
contact is poor [6,13,14]. Here, because the pre-transfer electrode 
cleaning established good initial contact, 87 % of the devices showed Ron 
below 250 kΩ. A discussion about the long-term stability of the 
improved CNT-electrode contacts can be found in Supplementary In-
formation (Fig. S2). 

It has been reported that a suspended carbon nanotube can be heated 
substantially at a very low power, primarily due to the absence of heat 
dissipation into the substrate. The effects of nanotube self-heating 
appear in the form of current saturation and negative differential 
conductance (NDC) in the output characteristic (Is-Vsd) of a suspended 
nanotube [34]. The use of this self-heating effect in a CNT gas sensor 
enables accelerated gas desorption and sensor recovery with an 
ultra-low-power consumption [18]. 

However, the suspended channel cannot be heated if contact re-
sistances are too high. Fig. 3a shows the output characteristics of a de-
vice with relatively high Rtot (Device 1, Ron = 384 kΩ). Up to Vsd of 
1.2 V, the output characteristics show no sign of current saturation. 
When a Vsd sweep from 0 V to 2.1 V was applied at Vgs = -10 V, the 
nanotube was destroyed at Vsd of ~1.9 V, before the saturation point 
was reached. Such breakdown of CNT before current saturation was 
repeatedly observed in a group of 11 devices, and the lowest Ron of these 
devices was 345 kΩ. 

In contrast, devices with lower Ron (145 kΩ for Device 2 and 160 kΩ 
for Device 3, Fig. 3b) show current saturation and NDC at Vsd below 1 V 
and power below 2 μW. The same behavior was repeatedly observed in 
10 devices, and the highest Ron of these devices was 240 kΩ. 

These results confirm that contact resistance (Rcontact) above a 
certain level prevents the suspended CNT channel from heating up. 
Although the maximum power dissipated by Device 1 (6.36 μW) is 
significantly higher than the saturation power of Device 2 and 3, Device 
1 does not show the onset of the NDC regime. This suggests that, in 
Device 1, Joule dissipation at the nanotube channel is less significant 
than that within the metal electrodes, as proposed by mesoscopic charge 
transport theory [35]. Therefore, lowering Rcontact is crucial in the 
self-heating operation of suspended CNT gas sensors. 

Besides Rtot, distributions of other key performance metrics such as 
threshold voltage (Vth) and subthreshold swing (SS) were also examined. 
The distributions of Vth (defined as Vgs corresponding to Is of 2 nA) in the 
three aforementioned groups were as follows: 1.85 (mean) ± 1.87 
(standard deviation) V (Group 1), 1.56 ± 0.95 V (Group 2), and 
1.67 ± 0.72 V (Group 3). SS changed from 276.8 ± 188.8 mV/dec 
(Group 1) to 227.2 ± 106.0 mV/dec (Group 2) and then to 
226.9 ± 90.9 mV/dec (Group 3). In the literature, device-to-device 
variability in substrate-bound CNTFETs is attributed to the neigh-
boring charges and traps on the substrate and reduced effectively by the 
passivation of the nanotube channel and the surrounding oxide [36]. 
However, in our suspended CNTFETs, the absence of a substrate did not 
eliminate device-to-device variations completely. This suggests that 
there could be other sources of device-to-device variability, in addition 
to neighboring charges and traps. As our results show that reducing 
variations in contact quality leads to reduced variability in overall de-
vice performance, it can be argued that inconsistent contact quality is 
one of the sources of device-to-device variability in CNTFETs. 

Raman spectroscopy was performed to characterize the CNTs inte-
grated in devices and estimate the quality of nanotube-metal contacts in 
a Group 1 device and a Group 3 device. In case of a Group 1 device 
(Ron = 1.5 MΩ), CNT’s characteristic G mode (~1590 cm− 1) was 
detected on all parts of the nanotube including contact sites on both 
electrodes (Fig. 4a-b). The intensity ratio between the G mode measured 
on the suspended part and that measured on contacts was 46 (sus-
pended):1 (source) and 42 (suspended):1 (drain). Previous research 
showed similar Raman intensity difference between the suspended part 
and the supported part of a nanotube [37,38]. The intensity decrease on 
the supported part could be explained by changes in the supported part’s 
electronic structure and, as a result, changes in resonance conditions of 
the Raman effect. The intensity ratio can also be related to contact 
quality because nanotube-substrate adhesion forces can induce Raman 
spectra changes. Therefore, if a nanotube on a bottom-contacted 
CNTFET shows a very high Raman intensity ratio between the sus-
pended and supported parts, one can expect good adhesion and, thus, 
good electrical contacts between the nanotube and electrodes. In fact, on 
a Group 3 device (Ron = 336 kΩ), the G mode was not detectable on the 
electrodes (Fig. 4c-d), even though line scans were repeated multiple 
times with a measurement time of 60 s per spot. This result can be 
attributed to the significant suppression of the Raman intensity and is in 

Fig. 4. Characterization of CNT-electrode 
contacts with Raman spectroscopy. (a) 
Raman image a Group 1 device with untreated 
electrodes. Blue represents Si mode, and red 
represents CNT’s G mode. (b) Raman spectra 
from a suspended CNT channel and contacts of 
the Group 1 device shown in (a). Approximate 
locations of the Raman scans are marked in (a) 
with circles. The intensity of the spectra from 
the contacts is multiplied by 10 to display the G 
mode clearly. (c) Raman image of a Group 3 
device. (d) Raman spectra from a suspended 
CNT channel and contacts of the Group 3 device 
shown in (c). Approximate locations of the 
Raman scans are marked in (c) with circles. The 
intensity of the spectra from the contacts is 
multiplied by 10 to display the absence of G 
mode clearly (For interpretation of the refer-
ences to colors in this figure legend, the reader 
is referred to the web version of this article).   
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line with our electrical measurements. Full Raman spectra from the two 
devices presented here are provided in Supplementary Information 
(Fig. S3), along with discussions about nanotube diameter and quality. 

3.3. Understanding improved contacts with electrode surface analysis 

In 3.1, it was mentioned that XPS analysis only identifies oxygen and 
carbon on the surface of our Pd electrodes and that both oxygen and 
carbon can be removed almost completely with a short Ar+ sputter etch. 
We continued our investigation of the electrode surface with XPS to 
better understand what prevents good nanotube-electrode contact on 
untreated electrodes (Group 1 devices). By resetting the electrode sur-
face of several samples with Ar+ and then exposing the samples to 
cleanroom laboratory air (295 K, 40 % R.H.) for different time periods, 
we observed how oxygen and carbon contents develop on electrode 
surface over time. First, one of the samples was used to find the baseline 
atomic concentrations originating from the spontaneous adsorption of 
carbon and oxygen. We reset the surface of this sample with Ar+ in the 
XPS instrument, moved it to the fast-entry loadlock of the tool, vented 
the loadlock with N2 (99.5 %) for 1 min, pumped the loadlock for 1 h 
down to high vacuum conditions, and then obtained the XPS spectra 
from this sample (the ‘0 min’ sample in Fig. 5a-d). This approach was 
adopted from the literature [39]. 

Samples exposed to air at room temperature (295 K) show that the 
oxygen content starts at 5.3 %, increases slowly over time, and reaches 
20.9 % after approximately 12 h. Carbon content stays around 30 % 
(Fig. 5d). The evolutions of core-level spectra shown in (Fig. 5a-c) 
illustrate that the changes in the overall oxygen content can be 
explained with four chemical changes at different rates: (1) spontaneous 

adsorption of carbon compounds (starts within a few seconds), (2) 
adsorption of oxygen-containing species (a few minutes), (3) oxidation 
of adsorbed carbon or adsorption of species containing a C–O bond 
(1− 12 hours), and (4) oxidation of Pd (1− 12 hours). In the first hour, 
there is an increase in overall oxygen content, but no sign of C–O bonds 
(Fig. 5c) or Pd oxidation (Fig. 5a). These two chemical changes only 
appear in the spectra obtained after 12 -h exposure to air. 

At elevated temperatures, oxygen content increases much faster. The 
oxygen content on the Pd electrodes heated on a hot plate at 450 K for 
10 min already reaches 21.4 %, exceeding the value we observe after 
12 -h air exposure at 295 K (Fig. 5e). The quick increase in oxygen 
content can be attributed to the accelerated adsorption of oxygen con-
taining species, since C–O bonds and the oxidation of Pd are not shown 
yet (Fig. 5a and c). These two changes are not observed after 20 and 
30 min of heating either. At 600 K, changes are more drastic. 10, 20, and 
30 min of heating increase oxygen content to 31.5, 34.7, and 36.9 %, 
respectively. Here, the oxidation of Pd is clearly visible in Fig. 5a. As 
oxygen prevails on the surface, carbon content is lower on the heated 
samples than on the sample stored at room temperature. 

These experiments help to interpret our fabrication and contact 
improvement results. First, the fast increase in oxygen content at higher 
temperatures confirms our earlier observation that the curing of an 
adhesive at 450 K for 10 min is the likely cause of the increase in oxygen 
content during our backend processing (Fig. 1b). Here, the major 
contributor is the adsorption of oxygen-containing species, rather than 
surface oxidation. Second, after oxygen and carbon are removed from 
electrode surface by a short Ar+ etch, oxygen adsorbs on the surface 
slowly at room temperature, whereas surface carbon concentration 
reaches its pre-treatment value almost immediately. Therefore, the 

Fig. 5. Chemical changes on Pd electrode surface monitored by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). (a-c) XPS core-level spectra for (a) Pd 3d, (b) O KLL, 
and (c) C 1s. In (a), spectra are normalized to clearly display the broadening of Pd 3d5/2 peak towards PdO and PdO2. (d) At room temperature (295 K), oxygen 
content increases slowly for 12 h, and carbon content stay around the baseline level from the beginning. (e) At elevated temperatures (450 K, 600 K), oxygen content 
increases quickly, and carbon content is relatively lower. (f) The ON-resistances of Group 2 devices versus time between electrode etching and nanotube transfer. The 
devices are categorized into three time windows: Interval 1 (0–1 h), Interval 2 (1–2 h), and Interval 3 (2–6 h). As in Fig. 2d, empty markers represent semiconducting 
devices, and filled markers represent metallic devices. Inset: boxplots showing the 0th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 100th percentiles of the three time intervals. The 
increase of the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles over time can be correlated with the slow increase in oxygen content on electrode surface at room temperature shown 
in (d). 
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contact improvement effect of the electrode etching in Group 2 devices 
can be attributed to the removal of oxygen, rather than carbon. In 
Fig. 5f, the ON-resistances of Group 2 devices are shown as a function of 
time between electrode etching and CNT transfer and the devices in 
three time intervals are compared. The changes of the 25th, 50th, and 
75th percentiles show that the effect of electrode etching diminishes 
slowly over time. This can also be explained by the slow increase in 
oxygen content on electrode surface at room temperature (Fig. 5d). 

When adsorbed on polycrystalline Pd surface, oxygen-containing 
species are expected to affect local surface energy and lower the 
metal’s work function [33]. They can also form an interlayer between Pd 
and CNT. In addition, the presence of oxygen at the CNT-metal interface 
is known to form a surface inversion layer, and, as a result, a locally 
higher tunneling barrier [40]. The physical effect of Ar+ sputtering on 
electrode surface should be considered as well. Atomic force microscopy 
(AFM) scans on untreated and Ar+-treated electrodes showed that Ar+

etching increases the surface roughness (arithmetic average of rough-
ness profile, Ra) from 0.56 nm (untreated electrode) to 0.72 nm 
(Ar+-etched electrode) (Fig. S4). As larger surface roughness is consid-
ered to make it more difficult for a nanotube to conform to the local 
topography of a substrate [33], this result suggests that the effect of the 
removal of oxygen-containing adsorbates is strong enough to overcome 
the unfavorable roughness change induced by Ar+ etch. 

The same set of studies reported here–surface analysis with XPS and 
AFM and the fabrication of devices with pre-CNT-transfer electrode 
etching–were performed with Au electrodes as well (Figs. S5 and S6). In 
terms of chemical and physical changes on electrode surface, Au elec-
trodes showed similar trends. Electrode etching with Ar+ was also very 
effective in reducing device resistance. The median Ron was reduced 
from 4.0 MΩ to 332 kΩ, and the interquartile range, from 8.4 MΩ to 265 
kΩ. 

Table 1 compares different bottom-contacted carbon nanotube field- 
effect transistors in the literature. Most of the previous studies focus on 
post-contacting treatments, whereas the results of this work emphasize 
the need for pre-contacting electrode cleaning. Although ultrasonic 
welding is very effective in forming strong CNT-metal contacts, its po-
tential damage to the suspended channel may limit its applicability to 
suspended CNT devices. In this respect, the method presented in this 
work provides a promising alternative solution. 

4. Conclusions 

In conclusion, the chemical and physical states of electrode surface in 
bottom-contacted, ultraclean CNTFETs were investigated to understand 
what helps or prevents the formation of good CNT-metal contacts in 
these devices. It was found that the increase of oxygen-containing ad-
sorbates on Pd electrode surface is strongly correlated with the large 
contact resistance at the CNT-electrode interface. However, electrode 
etching with Ar+ directly before CNT transfer can remove the adsorbed 
species and effectively reset the surface. A comparison of devices with 

no electrode treatment and those treated with Ar+ etching shows that 
this electrode resetting is very effective in improving the CNT-electrode 
contact. This pre-transfer treatment enhances the effectiveness of post- 
transfer annealing. The combination of these two techniques reduced 
the median ON-resistance of suspended CNTFETs by an order of 
magnitude and the interquartile range by more than two orders of 
magnitude. The low Rcontact obtained by our contact improvement 
methods was shown to be crucial for the self-heating operation of sus-
pended CNT gas sensors. 

The fabrication process reported here allows a consistent reproduc-
tion of low-resistance, ultraclean CNT devices. The processes proposed 
here could potentially benefit devices with other nanostructures that are 
dry-transferred or deposited onto bottom electrodes. 
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